How to draw attention
to your dessert plates
Use these design tips to enhance the appearance and appeal of your dessert offerings.

Springs and Sprinkles
1. Lay zigzag of PlateScapers ® toppings on plate.
2. Rotate plate slightly and lay another zigzag
over top of first.
3. Sprinkle dots of contrasting flavors in white
spaces in between zigzag patterns.

Buttons, Buttons
1. R andomly place different size dots of contrasting
PlateScapers ® toppings on white plate.

Top Five Topping Tips
• If serving warm dessert, heat dessert first to
maintain topping’s consistency.
• Wipe skewers and knife tips clean after every stroke
to maintain clean sharp lines.
• Make small decorative dots by touching applicator
tips to plate and lightly squeezing.
• Apply light pressure for thin lines and more pressure
for thicker lines.
• Use continuous, steady pressure and movement to
ensure even-width lines.

Circus Circles
1. Using two or three different PlateScapers ®
toppings, draw various size circles on
white plate.
Tip: Overlap a few circles and isolate others, and
create a different design every time.

Corner Cross Frame
1. Draw horizontal straight line beginning near
top edge of plate and extending across plate.
2. Just below, draw similar line using different
flavored PlateScapers ® topping.
3. Lay two vertical lines across horizontal lines,
off-center running top to bottom using same
two flavors.
4. Frame desserts in plate’s open space.

Crisscross
1. Draw straight lines of PlateScapers ® toppings
across plate.
2. Rotate plate and draw same number of
straight lines with another flavor to form grid.
3. Serve dessert over topping.

Lily Pad
1. Pool one PlateScapers ® topping on plate to
almost cover plate’s surface.
2. With second PlateScapers ® topping, draw two
concentric circles in pool.
3. D
 raw skewer or knife tip through circles in
alternating directions.

For additional information, contact your local Smucker Foodservice Sales Representative,
visit www.smuckerfoodservice.com, or call our Smucker Foodservice Sales Department at (330) 682-3000.
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